NORTH-CAUCASUS FEDERAL UNIVERSITY

UNIVERSITY OF TRENTO
A visit of an Associate Professor of the Department of socioeconomic geography, geoinformatics and tourism of North-Caucasus federal university to the University of Trento in May 2019.
Working visit of the professors Franch and Raffaelli from the Faculty of economics and management of the University of Trento in October 2019.

- the guests provided advanced courses on tourism management for NCFU professors;
- the parties discussed the project on joint Master program in tourism.
LARIANNA KUSHKHOVA tourism

“Training material was always presented with a great number of practical and interesting examples that was very exciting. The professors did not hand the lectures out but made illustrative presentations, and the students took notes during the classes”.

Erasmus +
“Due to the pandemic situation, the training process was implemented online that didn’t affect the quality of education at all. Our Zoom conferences were often joined by businessmen, designers and professors from Germany, the USA, the Netherlands and France. It was very interesting and useful practice”.

Erasmus +
There are always Erasmus students associations in the cities where the Erasmus students come to. Thanks to Erasmus Student Network (ESN) the students from various countries join together, gain intercultural experience and have fun as well. You always know something new in such a diverse company and your worldview will certainly be changed.”